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bepress Culture Initiative
• Initiative started by JG Bankier, received huge support from office (1/3 of bepress employees 
involved)
• First steps: cultural codification and dissemination
• We desire to share our culture with Elsevier and encourage similar initiatives
• Our culture comes from the bottom up, is employee-driven and supported by management
bepress values in a nutshell:
• We value collaboration.
• We value our people.
• We value individuality and 
diversity.
• We value balance.
Scenic Berkeley, 
Citrus Bake Off
bepride Employee Resource Group
Cubicles Under the Sea
Bubble Soccer
Not Pictured
• 10 year anniversary parties – cape, clock, special edition card
• Stretch Group at 10:30 and 3:30
• Karaoke
• Halloween Party, with costume contest and trivia
• Puzzle exchange
The modern IR
Maximizing visibility and impact of everything an 
institution does, to help it stand out 
Showcas
e More
Increase 
Impact
The institution’s broad 
range of works
Generating, maximizing, 
and demonstrating
Native Multimedia Streaming: 
Unlocking an institution’s multimedia collections
Native Multimedia Streaming: 
Unlocking an institution’s multimedia collections
Native Streaming Examples
Harding
https://scholarworks.harding.edu/oral-history/ (audio)
Georgia Southern
https://digitalcommons.georgiasouthern.edu/ccc-
pulaski-oral-histories/ (video)
RISD
https://digitalcommons.risd.edu/visitingartistsandspea
kers_video/ (video)
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Introduction to bepress
Harvesting Integrations: 
Faster IR population | Comprehensive 
representation
500
Avg number of faculty publications 
per year 
100%
Goal that every institution has for faculty 
publication representation in IR
Harvesting Integrations: 
Faster IR population | Comprehensive 
representation
Towards comprehensive 
representation of faculty 
works in your IR
Abstract & Index Databases
CRIS/RIMS Systems
Synchronize workflows 
across library and 
research office around 
authoritative institutional 
systems
Preprint Servers
Populate multiple 
repositories through 
individual faculty uploads
Harvesting Integrations: 
Faster IR population | Comprehensive 
representation
PlumX Metrics Integration: 
Elevating Digital Commons downloads value
Article in Digital Commons
Same article in Scopus Scopus Plum 
print includes DC 
usage data
Digital Commons Dashboard & Plum Integration: 
More metrics | Enhanced representation of impact
Bringing together two of the most powerful IR impact 
analytics dashboards
Digital Commons Dashboard & Plum Integration: 
More metrics | Enhanced representation of impact
DC Content Indexing Integrations: 
More impact through greater discoverability
Ensure researchers find works in DC IRs 
through Mendeley recommendations
Capture faculty works beyond 
research outputs in CRIS reporting
Populate subject repositories to 
ensure peers see new works
Make datasets in DC IRs 
even more discoverable
Summary
We are building the modern IR that maximizes visibility and impact to help 
your institution stand out 
We want to help you showcase more: more types of content (like streaming 
multimedia) and finding ways to get it in faster (like harvesting integrations 
with Scopus)
We want to help you increase your impact: more metrics from Plum and 
enhanced dashboards to help you demonstrate the impact to stakeholders
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